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Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
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Posted - 08/08/2008 :  17:44:00    

Dusty may no longer be with us, but her memory, music and legacy live on. Particularly at the present time, it is astonishing
how often she is mentioned in the media, from radio to television, from the stage to the news, in image, in word, in
imitation and in comparison. Mindful of this, I thought it might be good to collate current news items on Dusty and
concerning her, and those which refer to her.
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"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."
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'The Look Of Love' and 'Wishin and Hopin' appear on a Burt Bacharach album, with the title "The Look Of Love"..
http://cyranounico.blogspot.com/2008/08/burt-bacharach-look-of-love-burt.html
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"Her greatest musical influence was her mother, Tina Knowles, a one-time member of Sixties harmony group The Veltones. 'My mom
used to play me all those old songs,' says Solange. 'I've always loved Dusty Springfield and Martha Reeves."

So says Solange Knowles, little sister of Beyonce..
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/reviews/article-1042700/Little-sis-Solange-emerges-bootylicious-Beyonc-s-shadow.html
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"Dusty Springfield - I Close My Eyes and Count To Ten. Dusty beginning to drift off that iconic 60s look (platinum bouffant and panda
eyeshadow) by this performance, where she's gone for 'Georgian redhead'. In this week she'd climbed to no6. The next month Dusty
went Stateside to record "Dusty in Memphis"."

Dusty mentioned in a Scottish personal blog from Dunfermline in Scotland, complete with video..
http://theworldfromhere.blogspot.com/2008/08/two-more-from-august-1968.html
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"Some critics have reached further back, calling Duffy the "new Dusty Springfield." Understanding the pop community's tendency to
slap burgeoning artists with the "new so-and-so" tag, Duffy says she's not fazed by any of it."

http://www.baltimoresun.com/entertainment/custom/live/bal-li.music07aug07002018,0,3549406.story
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American Idol -
"the first half contained some supreme gems, including Nadia Turner singing the hell of out Dusty Springfield.."

http://timesunion.com/AspStories/story.asp?storyID=709853&category=ARTS
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New Era Of Soul..
"The acceptance of Duffy, Winehouse and Stone, not to mention that of still-emerging soul and jazz singer Adele, can be traced to
the pioneering work of women from Dusty Springfield to Lisa Stansfield and many in between"

http://www.baltimoresun.com/entertainment/music/bal-li.music31jul31002024,0,5946601.story
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Flying on 'The Last Plane To Jakarta'..
http://www.lastplanetojakarta.com/2008/08/sort_by.html
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"She's cucumber cool.. just don't call her Dusty.."
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/LAC.20080804.DUFFY04/TPStory/TPEntertainment/Music/
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"Connie Champagne as Dusty Springfield.."
http://www.beyondchron.org/articles/Connie_Champagne_as_Dusty_Springfield_Movie_Kabluey_Will_Take_the_Blues_Away__5932.html
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"Songs from Celine Dion and Dusty Springfield, new compositions and even a bout of traditional Irish music were performed by 20
musicians at the semi-finals of a hotly contested talent show.."

http://www.southernstar.ie/article.php?id=883
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Echoes Of The Dusty Springfield Songbook' ..

"There are things that Dusty and I have in common, and as I was looking at the songs, there were more and more parallels that I
could feel." The 18 songs track Springfield's career from an early 60s hit with her brother titled "Silver Threads and Golden Needles,"
through such chart-toppers as "You Don't Have to Say You Love Me" and "Son of a Preacher Man," to her career-resurrecting
collaborations with the Pet Shop Boys in the 1990s."

http://www.ebar.com/arts/art_article.php?sec=theatre&article=416
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"What’s the status of the biopic of 1960s British pop star Dusty Springfield, starring Charlize Theron?"..
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"Colin James shows off his blues roots"..
http://www.canada.com/vancouversun/story.html?id=dd344baf-9814-4e55-8287-e3ffedc5c8ea
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Methinks that Will has discovered Google Alerts

Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."
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Never heard of 'em ;)
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Great stuff Will.

Wendy

Cas19
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Interesting tip bits Will. Thank you.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'
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Shelby Lynne brings her Dusty pop-soul roots to Burnaby..
"Lynne's records tend to be worlds unto themselves, but she really outdid herself on her latest LP, Just A Little Lovin', a tribute to the
late British pop-soul singer Dusty Springfield. Covering songs by one of the most soulful singers in pop history is a daunting task, but
Lynne succeeds by stripping the songs down and delivering them in a hushed, intimate manner.."
http://www.canada.com/vancouversun/news/arts/story.html?id=dfa1409b-6a1d-4cda-9ceb-170f580e8e74
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(Real) vinyl records in stock, including Dusty's "ooooooweee!!!"..
http://www.recordsbymail.com/search.php?keywords=142290
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Bacon-wrapped jalapeno peppers.. and suggested "music to wrap to" - Son Of A Preacher Man by Dusty (Seriously. I wouldn't make
this stuff up.)
http://www.choosy-beggars.com/index.php/2008/08/08/bacon-wrapped-jalapeno-poppers/
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"..There can be a 50% chance that the next song is RnB, 30% that it’s Gothic Rock, and the remaining 20% that it’s a song by Dusty
Springfield.."
http://celettu.wordpress.com/2008/08/08/amarok-2-a-first-look/
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".."Hi. I'm Burt Bacharach. You know me for my classic pop gems, created with the help of such stars as Dionne Warwick and Dusty
Springfield.."
http://diamondsfurcoatchampagne.blogspot.com/2008/08/best-canadian-music-festival-ever-pop.html
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An amazing collection, Will, and now I won't have to subscribe. ;-)

~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 10/08/2008 :  16:48:10  

quote:

Originally posted by Will

"..There can be a 50% chance that the next song is RnB, 30% that it’s Gothic Rock, and the remaining 20% that it’s a song by Dusty Springfield.."
http://celettu.wordpress.com/2008/08/08/amarok-2-a-first-look/
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Isn't that wonderful - 20% chance that it will be a Dusty Springfield record. That's pretty high statistically. It get's better and better
Will.

And a lovely recipe to go with SOAPM.

Wendy

Edited by - Hampson on 10/08/2008 16:49:09
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Jodie is going to RADA..
"Prenger, who Andrew Lloyd Webber described as "the people's Nancy" won the role and the nation's hearts with stunning renditions of
Dolly Parton's "9 to 5", Bonnie Tyler's "Holding Out for a Hero" and Dusty Springfield's "Son of a Preacher Man" among others.."

http://www.show-and-stay.co.uk/theatre-news/jodie-is-going-to-rada-20157.html
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Solange Knowles .. again!
"Solange said: "Through the process of this record I really started to listen to a lot of '60's and '70's music like 'The Supremes', 'The
Marvelettes',' Dusty Springfield', that music really had an impact on me. It felt so good and so happy; the chords and the piano-driven
sound was such upbeat music.""

http://www.itv.com/Lifestyle/ThisMorning/Entertainment/SolangeKnowles123/default.html
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The eyes are everywhere..
http://readersrecommend.blogspot.com/2008/08/eyes-are-everywhere.html
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From 'Rolling Stone' Magazine..
"A pair of Dusty Springfield biopics are reportedly in the works.."
http://www.rollingstone.com/rockdaily/index.php/2008/08/11/news-ticker-u2-bryan-ferry-the-cure-and-dusty-springfield/
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Shelby Lynne explores her Dusty roots..
http://www.canada.com/montrealgazette/news/arts/story.html?id=76f93598-a26a-4696-8e3b-2602d88bf587
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The Canadian Press: Music Review
"Randy Newman's "I Think It's Going To Rain Today" has been recorded often, and by such greats as Nina Simone and Dusty
Springfield, but it's never sounded more powerful or more poignant than on this voice-and-piano duet by Thomas and Newman.."
http://canadianpress.google.com/article/ALeqM5jg8fG8ZywvSjAF_TsEIO3xkuYLMg
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Titanic Gardens..
"..dusty springfield sings i just dont know what to do with myself a beautiful and melancholic song.."
http://stevekilbey.blogspot.com/2008/08/titanic-gardens.html
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Soul legend Isaac Hayes dies..
"In 1970, Hayes released two albums, The Isaac Hayes Movement and To Be Continued. The former stuck to the four song template of
his previous album. Jerry Butler’s “I Stand Accused” begins with a trademark spoken word monologue, and Bacharach’s “I Just Don’t
Know What to Do with Myself” is re-worked. The latter spawned the classic, “The Look Of Love,” another Bacharach song transformed
into an eleven-minute epic of lush orchestral rhythm (mid-way it breaks into a rhythm guitar jam for a couple of minutes before
suddenly resuming the slow love song)... “Walk On By” would be the first of many times Hayes would take a Burt Bacharach standard,
generally made famous as three minute pop songs by Dionne Warwick or Dusty Springfield, and transform it into an soulful, lengthy and
almost gospel number."
http://dmsr.wordpress.com/2008/08/11/soul-legend-isaac-hayes-dies-aged-65/
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Tinderbox Setlist..
"Dusty Springfield - Son Of A Preacher Man"
http://youlovelile.blogspot.com/2008/08/tinderbox-8708-setlist-and-commentary.html
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Vancouver Sun..
"How in the world did Barry Manilow come to suggest that you do an album of Dusty Springfield covers?.."
http://www.canada.com/vancouversun/news/arts/story.html?id=2c904306-5cbf-4075-988d-745809ca4c61
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China Part5 - Shanghai
"Our Hotel was Downtown. Yes, Dusty Springfield came out in me very vocally!.."
http://www.travelpod.com/travel-blog-entries/mrsdp/1/1217527200.html
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Off to the races..
"Her languid music was an odd choice to open a festival, but her Dusty Springfield-ish voice.."
http://www.mytimesdispatch.com/index.php/popculture/virgin_fest_off_to_the_races/
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Jessica Simpson ignites Indiana..
"The 28-year-old singer sang several songs from her latest album, and also covered Dusty Springfield's 'Son of a Preacher Man' .."
http://www.fafarazzi.com/gossip/326247/jessica-simpson-ignites-indiana
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"She may have lacked the edginess of Amy Winehouse, reportedly playing a set in Stafford, but showed herself a tremendous old-
school crooner, her Dusty Springfield-style anthems invested with ineffable yearning..."

http://www.guardian.co.uk/culture/2008/aug/18/festivals
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"But the genius of Wexler, who died Friday at his Sarasota, Fla., home at 91, was not limited to just one style of music. Over his
decades-long career, he would create varied soundscapes that touched just about every kind of listener, from his work with Bob Dylan
and Willie Nelson to his masterful recording of Dusty Springfield to his work with pop and rock acts like George Michael and Dire
Straits.."

http://randyscornerdeli.blogspot.com/2008/08/jerry-wexler-famed-record-producer-dies.html
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This one is recommended - has pictures and video, too!

"..anyone who knows me knows i love the whole "girl group" scene of the 50s and 60s. However. the following is a capture of one
person that i adore: cilla black. i like the dusty springfield version of "anyone who had a heart" better than cilla black's version. (did
you know that cilla and dusty were considered "musical rivals" in their heyday?) but this will do. and can you believe a voice like that
resides in a girl that tiny?.. this last one is of dusty springfield and martha reeves. i wanted to put this up because holding your own
next to martha reeves and the vandellas is just pure solid gold. i also have a love for dusty because.."

http://liarliarpubesonfire.blogspot.com/2008/08/love-this-sh*t.html
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"..When he broke from Ertegun he began nurtured the growth of small, independent studios like Stax records by bringing in artists like
Aretha, Otis Redding, and Dusty Springfield to work with new artists. In a documentary of Wexler's career, Immaculate Funk, Wilson
Pickett expressed that Wexler understood what was going on inside the souls of black people. It came through in the music..."

http://ohmyvalve.blogspot.com/2008/08/fare-thee-well-jerry.html
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"..Isaac Hayes “The Look Of Love” (Dusty Springfield) - This might just be the ultimate Isaac Hayes song. It starts with a long,
wah-wah drenched instrumental passage before his soothing voice comes in almost halfway through. It’s just perfect..."

http://coverfreak.com/2008/08/17/oh-my-god-they-killed-chef/
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The new laws of soul music..
"..Back in the ’60s, Dusty Springfield proved that blonde white women could sing soul music convincingly..."

http://www.corrieretandem.com/viewstory.php?storyid=8518
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The soul of Memphis
"..The number of hit singles that flew out of Memphis recording studios and on to the Billboard charts from 1954-1974 is still mind-
boggling. Starting with That's All Right Mama, Elvis's Sun debut, Memphis hit its stride with a string of Moman-engineered hits - 122
songs, to be exact, including Sandy Posey's Born a Woman, Dusty Springfield's Son of a Preacher Man.."

http://www.guardian.co.uk/music/2008/aug/15/isaachayes.popandrock
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Dusty is still golden
"..DUSTY Springfield has inspired many performers since her heyday in the 1960s and '70s, and will continue to do so..."

http://stgeorge.yourguide.com.au/news/local/news/entertainment/dusty-is-still-golden/1245556.aspx
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".Over his decades-long career, Wexler created varied soundscapes that touched just about every kind of listener, from his work with
Bob Dylan and Willie Nelson, to his masterful recording of Dusty Springfield, to his work with pop and rock acts like George Michael and
Dire Straits.."
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http://ap.google.com/article/ALeqM5jj4yj37U9DWYfLMh8iNpt2MokknAD92JB4200
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This is an unusual one, posted in a blog entry by a Scottish politician!! I've emailed him to congratulate him on his good
taste, and sent him a link to the forum ;)

"..Totally irrelevant distraction ... haven't heard this for ages. Came on the radio a few days ago ... on the strength of it, bought a
Dusty Springfield Greatest Hits CD. Superb.."

http://www.dundeewestend.com/2008/08/dusty-springfield-all-i-see-is-you.html
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Immaculate Funk

"..He thrived on music as the rest of us mortals live on oxygen, and the soundscape of the twentieth century is simply inconceivable
without him. However, if I had to name my favorite of all of Wexler's accomplishments, there's no question: Dusty In Memphis.

Accounts vary as to whether Dusty Springfield first contacted Wexler or the other way around. Certainly the British thrush was
seeking some kind of street cred, and Wexler without question loved her voice.."

http://pools-of-sorrow-waves-of-joy.blogspot.com/2008/08/no-easy-way-down.html
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Scottish politician plugs the "Let's Talk Dusty!" forum

http://www.dundeewestend.com/
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I wonder if he knows Ms Parker or that gal in The Wizard Of Oz.

Humboldt
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7603 Posts

Posted - 19/08/2008 :  22:13:14    

I have to confess to wondering precisely the same thing ;)

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom

Posted - 20/08/2008 :  11:24:15    

Shout!
The first ever UK tour of Shout!, a groovy musical which takes you back to the fabulous, hazy days of the swinging 60's .. belting out
classic, timeless hits including Downtown, Son Of A Preacher Man, I Only Wanna Be With You, To Sir With Love and These Boots Are
Made For Walking. It is one fantastic soundtrack full of terrific pop songs which made big stars out of Cilla Black, Petula Clark, Lulu and
Dusty Springfield..

http://www.eastwoodadvertiser.co.uk/12386/Back-to-the-groovy-196039s.4230359.jp
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United Kingdom
7603 Posts Will 

http://www.mactastic.net/

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 20/08/2008 :  11:26:27    

Peaches, Dusty and Eileen
"I cranked up the CD player and drove the rest of my way to work listening to Dusty Springfield. I love Dusty Springfield. That voice.
That music.."

http://kubitz.blogspot.com/2008/08/peaches-dusty-and-eileen.html

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 20/08/2008 :  19:26:18    

Let's Talk Dusty in the news.. AGAIN!!
And lastly, for tonight … the power of Dusty … I have had e-mails today from the US and Australia following the Dusty Springfield
video going on the blog at the weekend. From Kathy in Australia today..

http://frasermacpherson.wordpress.com/2008/08/19/today-and-more-about-dusty-springfield/

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 21/08/2008 :  03:51:18  

Ah Kathy..making the political headlines ..very nice letter 

paula x

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 23/08/2008 :  18:09:22    

The enthusiasm of our Scottish politician seems to be infectious..
http://www.onehourahead.com/blog/2008/08/22/dusty-friday/

Will 

..read my Blog at -
http://askyofhoney.wordpress.com/

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 30/08/2008 :  11:38:20    

"Mary Isabel Catherine Bernadette O'Brien AKA Dusty Springfield was way ahead of her time. An amazing woman with a voice that
didn't match what you'd expect. Her life was short but crammed pack with music and rumors.."

http://www.scootersville.net/2008/08/triple-dose-of-dusty.html

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Will
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 03/09/2008 :  11:14:54    

Sharon Davis' soon-to-be-released-book gets some publicity:
This is the first book-length study of Dusty Springfield's contribution to popular culture in terms of race, gender or sexuality, and will
appeal to both fans and readers with a general interest in popular music or cultural studies.
http://www.lgf.org.uk/news/718/495/Dust-to-Dust/
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United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 03/09/2008 :  11:46:36    

This is such a C L thread!! I *LOVE* reading it (though I might have little to contribute). Great initiative, Will!

Cor xx

"I don't know what it is that makes me love you so..."

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 03/09/2008 :  13:11:12    

Well, Cor - I couldn't help notice that Dusty is *still* getting lots of media attention in one way and another. 

I get the headlines on NetNewsWire, where I set up a search for Dusty-related news and blogs, and you'd be astonished how much
comes through every single day; what I post is only a part of it. Some things are a mere mention, others are more substantial. If I had
more available time, I'd post much more. 

But at least in posting some of it, it keep us mindful of how much media attention our Dusty continues to attract and placing it here in
a single thread builds up a reference file with links to the originating sites, so people can at least read any items that might interest
them (or contribute their own discoveries).

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 03/09/2008 :  13:13:08    

Some guy I've never heard of talks about the recording of "Dusty In Memphis" and the legacy that astonishing album leaves behind..
Sometimes on a warm and balmy night, the prospect of a quiet evening in seems like just the thing. And on such a night, you could do
worse than to find yourself spending it with the lovely Dusty Springfield and one of her astonishing albums; the particular album of
choice for tonight is “Dusty In Memphis“.
http://www.askyofhoney.com/2008/09/a-little-late-night-dusty/

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 04/09/2008 :  11:12:02    

quote:

Originally posted by Will

Well, Cor - I couldn't help notice that Dusty is *still* getting lots of media attention in one way and another. 

But at least in posting some of it, it keep us mindful of how much media attention our Dusty continues to attract 
Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Good to hear our Dusty still can create a buzz!

Cor xx
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"I don't know what it is that makes me love you so..."

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 04/09/2008 :  17:28:17    

Oh she can and she does ;)

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 04/09/2008 :  17:35:35    

And talking of 'creating a buzz', Annie Randalls' forthcoming book is doing precisely that - the news lines are buzzing with talk of the
book..

From 'Showbiz Spy':
Dusty Springfield's Struggle With Her Sexuality Revealed In New Book
September 3 2008
Soul singer DUSTY SPRINGFIELD used fame and religion as a cloak to hide her homosexuality for years, according a shocking new book
about the star.

The 1960s icon - real name Mary Isabel Catherine Bernadette O'Brien - is revealed in forthcoming biography Dusty! Queen of the
Postmods, telling the star's ongoing struggle with her sexuality. Author Annie Randall writes: "Catholicism was recruited to explain her
reluctance to marry the rare man who might have been undaunted by her celebrity. Dusty (said), 'You have to concentrate on
marriage and I'm a Catholic and can't get divorced. I'm so self-centered.'"

The book is set to hit shelves in November (08).

http://www.showbizspy.com/news/151180/Dusty+Springfields+Struggle+With+Her+Sexuality+Revealed+In+New+Book

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 04/09/2008 :  17:37:00    

And this..

Dusty Springfield was gay., reveals new book

New York, Sept 3 (ANI): Dusty Springfield kept her lesbianism under wraps by claiming that men were too 'daunted' by her success to
wed, according to a book about the singer.

The tome, entitled 'Dusty! Queen of the Postmods,' is due to be out in November.

"Catholicism was recruited to explain her reluctance to marry the rare man who might have been undaunted by her celebrity," the New
York Post quoted author Annie Randall, as stating.
http://www.newstrackindia.com/newsdetails/14966

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 04/09/2008 :  17:38:51    

And the worst tag-line of all, here -

Holy Excuses!

Singer Dusty Springfield used Catholicism to hide her lesbian ways, according to a new book, Dusty! Queen of the Postmods. Author
Annie Randall writes: "Catholicism was recruited to explain her reluctance to marry the rare man who might have been undaunted by
her celebrity. Dusty [said], 'You have to concentrate on marriage and I'm a Catholic and can't get divorced. I'm so self-centered.'" [NY
Post]

http://www.queerty.com/holy-excuses-20080903/

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Will
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 04/09/2008 :  17:41:20    

It's a sad reflection that of everything that is in the book (no doubt), this is the single thing these salacious article writers focus on.
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United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Its 2008, for goodness' sake! Being gay is not (shock horror!!) what it was once deemed to be.

So she was gay. Get over it.

Worse still, whoever wrote the piece for Showbiz Spy clearly has no idea of the purpose of an apostrophe..

>>Dusty Springfield's Struggle With Her Sexuality<< (sic)

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

MissDustyFanatic
Where am I going?

USA
2606 Posts

Posted - 04/09/2008 :  20:09:33      

quote:

Originally posted by Will

Worse still, whoever wrote the piece for Showbiz Spy clearly has no idea of the purpose of an apostrophe..

>>Dusty Springfield's Struggle With Her Sexuality<< (sic)

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Actually Will, isn't that apostrophe correct? It's showing possession, in this case, of her 'struggle' as the headline says. Otherwise, it
would make her last name 'Springfields'.

"And I can play the game of life...to win"

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 04/09/2008 :  20:43:29    

No, it ought to read - "Dusty Springfields Struggle With her Sexuality" - to use the apostrophe as it is there is to use it as a
contraction, as a shortened form of "Dusty Springfield is..", which doesn't make sense.

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 04/09/2008 :  20:44:19  

Thanks for the links to latest promo for the Annie's book. That's the obvious tired way books on Dusty will be promoted I suppose. I'd
hoped for better. I'm still looking forward to reading Annie's book. I expect it to be excellent. It had better be! 

I read your 'Memphis' article. It's great but you don't say what you think. Are you going to give us a review one day? I saw you picked
up the album recently.

Memphis
Ever since we met...

Edited by - memphisinlondon on 04/09/2008 20:46:15

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 04/09/2008 :  21:51:15    

I'd hoped for better too, Memphis - I expect Annie did too. And like you, I am very much looking forward to reading this particular
book, especially as I got to chat with Annie at Dusty Day and she was really lovely and makes the book sound really fascinating. I only
wish they had not coloured the beehive print - they did a hellish job of it!

And you are very observant... yes I did indeed get a copy of DIM recently. The funny thing is, as I was telling John earlier in the
week, this is the only actual Dusty album that I own - I have a million songs in digital format (not literally, the real number is a little
short of 500) and all the Dusty CDs I have were from Fraser which he kindly burned for me one night when trying to convert me to
Dusty - he didn't have to try too hard lol. But since I have these, I have never had to buy an 'actual' album. 

Then I saw DIM and couldn't resist... glad I did too, because you get a real flavour with the original track listing. As for what I think of
it - in essence, fantastic album which deserves all the praise it has had heaped upon it. If I get a little time, I may even write a proper
review of it - I had never thought to do that but you may just have planted a seed :)

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

MissDustyFanatic
Where am I going?

Posted - 05/09/2008 :  00:35:55      

quote:

Originally posted by Will

No, it ought to read - "Dusty Springfields Struggle With her Sexuality" - to use the apostrophe as it is there is to use it as a contraction, as a
shortened form of "Dusty Springfield is..", which doesn't make sense.

Will 

" Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back "
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USA
2606 Posts

..Catch me if you can - I m goin  back..

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Maybe British English grammar is a bit different is where we're not seeing eye to eye.. to me, "Dusty Springfields Struggle.." makes it
look like her last name is 'Springfields' I've always understood one use of an apostrophe is to show possession, as in Dusty's music, or
Dusty's award, etc. I'm sure you're right about 's also meaning "so-and-so is". In American grammar it's used both ways. what you
don't use 's for is to make something plural, such as "I have two car's". Perhaps that's all it is, a simple vernacular/grammatical shift.

"And I can play the game of life...to win"

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 05/09/2008 :  06:21:23    

You know, it's funny but I was pondering this late last night and I have to say I'm now not so certain that I am correct; it depends on
which rules you use. 

You're absolutely right about the apostrophe being used to signify possession, but various rules say different things. I ended up going
to the OED but that wasn't much use. A few American sites agreed with you, but they also posted rules of grammar which I know to
be incorrect, so I wasn't convinced by those. Despite that, I may concede defeat here lol.

I also emailed one of my friends at work, who describes herself as the "apostrophe police" (!) but I await a reply as it was late when I
emailed - I'll let you know what she says. A couple of days ago, she emailed me this, which I will send on to you and hope it gives you
a chuckle ;)

20 common misuses of grammar - http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/magazine/7595509.stm

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

MissDustyFanatic
Where am I going?

USA
2606 Posts

Posted - 05/09/2008 :  07:06:13      

quote:

Originally posted by Will

You know, it's funny but I was pondering this late last night and I have to say I'm now not so certain that I am correct; it depends on which rules
you use. 

You're absolutely right about the apostrophe being used to signify possession, but various rules say different things. I ended up going to the OED
but that wasn't much use. A few American sites agreed with you, but they also posted rules of grammar which I know to be incorrect, so I wasn't
convinced by those. Despite that, I may concede defeat here lol.

I also emailed one of my friends at work, who describes herself as the "apostrophe police" (!) but I await a reply as it was late when I emailed -
I'll let you know what she says. A couple of days ago, she emailed me this, which I will send on to you and hope it gives you a chuckle ;)

20 common misuses of grammar - http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/magazine/7595509.stm

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Hahaha! That was rather funny. Gave me a good laugh. And how about we call it a draw and celebrate with a pint?

"And I can play the game of life...to win"

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 05/09/2008 :  10:45:53    

Better still, I'll buy you one for your excellent choice of new avatar ;)
And glad the article gave you a chuckle - I thought it would :)

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 05/09/2008 :  14:25:26  

I'll come in on the apostrophe query too. 

I think if I was writing it, I would have put Dusty Springfield's struggle, as in the struggle belonging to Dusty (posession). 

I'm no expert but I just stick to the rules acquired at school so very long ago. I find nowadays hardly any of kids know how to use it.

Wend

Will
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 05/09/2008 :  17:00:28    

And I've come round to this one as well, Wendy, having pondered the earlier post. Did you read the article I posted about grammar?
It's quite amusing ;)

Will 
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United Kingdom
7603 Posts

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 05/09/2008 :  19:16:24  

quote:

Originally posted by Will

And I've come round to this one as well, Wendy, having pondered the earlier post. Did you read the article I posted about grammar? It's quite
amusing ;)

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Yes I did Will, it made me stop and think about a lot of things actually. Glad I'm not an English teacher.

Wend

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 05/09/2008 :  19:32:56    

quote:

Originally posted by Hampson

I'll come in on the apostrophe query too. 

I think if I was writing it, I would have put Dusty Springfield's struggle, as in the struggle belonging to Dusty (posession). 

I'm no expert but I just stick to the rules acquired at school so very long ago. I find nowadays hardly any of kids know how to use it.

Wend

That is the correct use of the apostrophe in the US.

It's telling that they would pull out that quote from Annie's book above others. It's no news that Dusty was gay, and no surprise that
her Catholic upbringing came in handy to cover for that fact before she came out (as bisexual). 

That quote could also give the impression that her sexuality is the primary focus of the book which is untrue. And there is no mention
of some of the new ideas and analysis Annie puts forth.

~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 05/09/2008 :  20:13:39    

It's really annoying, actually. I doubt Annie herself would have been pleased with this, assuming she is even aware of it. And yes, it
does give a misleading impression - whcih is, no doubt, the whole idea. And you have to laugh the way they announce it, as though
this is the first revelation of this fact!

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 07/09/2008 :  14:24:22    

There is more news about Dusty and Annie Randall's book on the GMB site - but note that three of the photos supposedly of Dusty are
actually of Katy Setterfield, which detracts somewhat from the authors' credibility.
http://www.gbmnews.com/articles/3697/1/Dusty-Springfield---Gay-amp-Nicole-Kidman-to-Play-her-in-movie/Page1.html

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 07/09/2008 :  14:27:50    

The Andy and Adrian blog gets militant.. devising a test to prove gayness, one of the questions in the music section relates to Dusty..
Are you sick of people threatening to take away your gay license? Well we are, so we’ve compiled The Official Gay License Test. If
you pass, you can tell your friends that you are in fact a gay and they can’t take it away from you (unless of course, you start
sleeping with the opposite sex).
So grab a pen and paper and note your answers. The pass mark is 80% which means you can only get 10 wrong. Any more and you’re
not a bona-fide homo, just a faker.
http://andyandadrian.com/2008/09/06/the-official-gay-license-test/

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 07/09/2008 :  16:26:03    
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USA
14235 Posts

quote:

Originally posted by Will

There is more news about Dusty and Annie Randall's book on the GMB site - but note that three of the photos supposedly of Dusty are actually of
Katy Setterfield, which detracts somewhat from the authors' credibility.
http://www.gbmnews.com/articles/3697/1/Dusty-Springfield---Gay-amp-Nicole-Kidman-to-Play-her-in-movie/Page1.html

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

You know old Bosseh couldn't resist putting her hoof into the discussion!

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 07/09/2008 :  16:43:23    

I hope you had more luck than I did! I sent a few comments, then the site appeared to freeze and I couldn't get it back up again. So I
wonder if they have a bug in their 'comments' section..

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 07/09/2008 :  16:55:10    

Appears to be there, so maybe you should give it another shot.

thanks for finding all these, Will.

Is afterellen.com on your list?

~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 07/09/2008 :  17:05:04    

Yes, my comment is there now :)

It isn't a list as such, Nancy - you can set up a search on NetNewsWire (or Google Alerts, as Carole mentioned earlier - it's essentially
the same idea) and it brings all the stories to you, depending on what you are actually searching for. I have a search set for "Dusty
Springfield" so anything appearing on the web with that phrase will get a mention in the listing that is sent to me. I don't refer to a
large number of them as the mention is nothing more than that and of no consequence in terms of substantial Dusty references.

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 07/09/2008 :  18:45:50    

I'd like to thank him for changing out the photos of Katy for ones of Dusty, but can't see that I can leave an additional comment. 

Yeah, I got that you were using a newsfeed, just didn't ask the right question, I guess. Since Dusty is coming up on gay male sites,
wondering if she was coming up on sister sites, afterellen.com, for example.

Back onto the apostrophe question, I should have mentioned that I think it should be abolished. It is misused as often as it is used
correctly, and has become sort of an appendix of English punctuation--be gone with it!

~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 07/09/2008 :  19:28:46    

Well, Bosshe, as someone who has an apostrophe in his own name, let me assure you that it causes no end of bother; no official
database, for example, can cope with one nor do they have any regard for one. I need to end up entering my name minus the
apostrophe or else I don't get recognised - it's a real nuisance.

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Will
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 07/09/2008 :  19:33:39    

>>Since Dusty is coming up on gay male sites, wondering if she was coming up on sister sites, afterellen.com, for example.<<

Nothing has come through so far, but that's not to say it won't change.

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."
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United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 11/09/2008 :  15:33:31    

Church gets a Mary Poppins touch
FAMOUS Marys from history were celebrated in aid of St Mary's Church, Luddenden.
As well as Mary Poppins, above, there were dedications to Mary Queen of Scots, Mary Berry and Mary O'Brien – better known as Dusty
Springfield..
http://www.halifaxcourier.co.uk/news/Church-gets-a-Mary-Poppins.4474431.jp

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 11/09/2008 :  15:35:40    

“Dusty Springfield. . . With You,” The New Phoenix Theatre (95 Johnson Park); Sept. 19 through Oct. 11
This 90-minute original musical by New Phoenix Artistic Director Richard Lambert (who also directs) takes place during the final
recording session of famed soul singer Dusty Springfield. Loraine O’Donnell stars as Springfield with Eric Rawski as famed producer Jerry
Wexler, who died last month.
http://www.buffalonews.com/entertainment/story/435539.html

Will 

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 11/09/2008 :  15:38:24    

S****horpe's Pub Idol winner crowned
JOANNE Taylor was crowned winner of the S****horpe Telegraph Pub Idol 2008 contest on Monday night. The 26-year-old, of
Scotter Road, S****horpe, walked away with the coveted Pub Idol 2008 trophy and a cheque for £500. Joanne said: "This is
absolutely incredible; it is wonderful and I am over the moon. She sang numbers by Dusty Springfield ..
http://www.thisiss****horpe.co.uk/news/S****horpe-s-Pub-Idol-winner-crowned/article-317254-detail/article.html
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"Apparently"
Sharleen Spiteri had a career before her debut solo album, Melody, but I didn’t know about it, so we’ll start fresh. She likened her
album to Dusty Springfield, which intrigued me. It is a nice homage with good timing (a friendlier version of Mark Ronson throwbacks).
While it’s not groundbreaking in concept, it’s enjoyable in execution with songs spreading the range of 60’s/70’s country/soul. It may
make you check out Dusty Springfield on your own, which is never a bad idea anyway.
http://petephillipsonline.com/blog/?p=431
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Andrew Sullivan quotes Dusty in his quote for the day..
"It may be false. It may be true. But nothing has been proved,"
http://andrewsullivan.theatlantic.com/the_daily_dish/2008/09/quote-for-th-15.html
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From Music News:
Singer-songwriter Ritchie Valens' "La Bamba" made it to No. 22 on the chart in 1959 .. Dusty Springfield also .. recorded the song..
http://news-about-music.blogspot.com/2008/09/breakthrough-spanish-song-still-going.html
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An interesting musical with theatrical monologue based around Dusty's recording sessions with Jerry Wexler (if anyone goes to see
this, please post)..
"Dusty Springfield. . . With You," The New Phoenix Theatre (95 Johnson Park); Sept. 19 through Oct. 11
This 90-minute original musical by New Phoenix Artistic Director Richard Lambert (who also directs) takes place during the final
recording session of famed soul singer Dusty Springfield. Loraine O'Donnell stars as Springfield with Eric Rawski as famed producer Jerry
Wexler, who died last month.
http://www.redorbit.com/news/entertainment/1550993/a_lot_of_choices_as_season_opens/
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The author of Stupid And Contagious is very much a fan of our Dusty -
“You could hear just three notes and you knew it was Dusty. ” - Burt Bacharach
We do like much of the supreme pop and blue-eyed soul belted out back in the day by Mary Isabel Catherine Bernadette O'Brien!!..
Rather unsurprisingly, this great singer dropped those 32 names and replaced the lot with the simpler and more secular handle Dusty
Springfield! A blog we really like, napusisemajmune, recently posted a slew of nice Dusty albums, including some rare stuff! Thanks
very much man and keep up the great work!! Some amazing pop and soul music here from the blue-eyed soul Diva herself, always
perfectly performed!
http://stupidd.blogspot.com/2008/09/dusty-springfield-lotsa-great-albums.html

Recommended.

This blog also has some great album covers on it.
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Brandie's wake-up call..
I was going to put something else up this morning -- I had the entry all done. But I happened to come across this clip and I thought,
"Woah!" We all know Dusty Springfield's "Son of a Preacher Man" and "Little by Little," but she blows away Rod Stewart and maybe,
dare I say it, Marvin Gaye with her version of "Can I Get a Witness." And she's unbelievably cute. I had no idea she had this in her:
Dusty Springfield gets down, for real, doing "Can I Get a Witness"
http://www.beloblog.com/ProJo_Blogs/newsblog/2008/09/brandies-wakeup-7.html

Includes video..
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Dusty gets a mention on WizzKid's Marc Almond review..
Dusty Springfield’s ”I Close My Eyes And Count To Ten” is a much better attempt..
http://wizzkidd.co.uk/archives/110
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If you ever wondered if it was possible to combine the themes of Brokeback Mountain, 9/11 and our Dusty, you might be astonished to
learn that "lesbian firebrand novelist" Sage Sweetwater has done just that,m setting the whole thing to the tune of Son Of A Preacher
Man, for which she thoughtfully provided new and, er, unusual lyrics..

Bobby John Jack
in the alley sittin'
hard in the cadillac,
Dusty Springfield
blastin' from the
leopard deck,
speakers in back,

the only boy who
could ever teach me
anything was the
son of a preacher man..
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